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Part-time Corporate Finance Specialist
Opportunity
Work with the UK investment arm of a family office with global interests to gain buy-side experience through the evaluation
and execution of varied investment opportunities, with a focus on private equity transactions. This is the chance to get
involved with a nascent investment organisation with a team-oriented and highly collaborative atmosphere.
At the outset, the role will be part time and would suit a student on a course of postgraduate study (MBA or Master’s in
Finance) with financial sector experience, or a freelance consultant who is seeking a more entrepreneurial career after some
years of formal corporate finance training at a professional services firm. The time commitment will be flexible and will
fluctuate on a project by project basis as deal analysis is required.
Quantum and structuring of compensation will reflect the experience and circumstances of the successful candidate. There
is scope to for the role to evolve into a full-time position.

About Addition Capital
Addition Capital invests in UK companies that have the potential to grow and sustain in all business environments. We
provide exit options for owners that preserve the legacy and integrity of their businesses, as we plan for long-term
ownership and act as a strategic partner to help push companies forward. Addition seeks investment opportunities in a
number of industries, particularly technology, education, healthcare and financial services.
Addition Capital was established in 2016 by Jay Verjee and Federico Alvarez-Demalde as part of their family offices. Jay is
an entrepreneur with 15 years of M&A, financing and operating experience. He is the Chairman of The Rumi Foundation, his
family’s UK charitable foundation, with an endowment of over £100m.

Role
• Supporting Addition’s Principals in sourcing, executing and financing new investments.
• Creating and analysing financial models to evaluate acquisition and investment opportunities.
• Analysing information memorandums and business plans, including analysing key
competitors, supply chain and competitive advantage(s).
• Researching industries and sub-sectors to source investment opportunities.
• Creating presentations for investors and finance providers.
Skills and Qualifications
• 2-5 years of work experience in investment banking, consulting or long-only private markets
investing is required
• Undergraduate degree from a top-tier institution
• Ability to take the lead on planning, analysis and the execution of complex projects.
• Intellectually curious, with a passion for investments and helping management teams solve
complex business issues
• Must demonstrate strong financial modelling skills in Excel and have comfort with Microsoft
Word and PowerPoint
• Strong multitasking skills and the ability to prioritise and be organised.
• An engaging, enthusiastic and pleasant personality with a professional demeanour.
• Ability to work independently and manage time effectively.
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